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By Sandy Yulkle
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was the focus of the most
i}iecent meeting of the Women's
orum. The speakers were Dotty
iowe, Assistant Director of Fi{{.ancial Aid, and Emily Wick,
irofessor of Nutrition. Professor
}Wick was, until January, the
}ssociate Dean for Student Afhairs, :~th
.- special reponsibit
'or
women students, and head of
:he Premedical Advisory Comnittee; Dotty Bowe was her
dministrative Assistant.
'They began by outlining the
storQy of the Dean of Women's
,ffice
and then recounted their
xperiences and aimns there. Ms.
owe had been in the office
fore Prof. Wick, so she began
With
the history.-The first per'on at MIT to be given special
;sponsibility for women stuents was Ms. Florence Stiles, in
939. She was librarian at
Atotch, and being one of the few
¢oimea on campus, women stugents
started going to her with
¢eir problems. This came to the
itention of the Dean's Office,
d they appointed her Advisor
Women Students. The next
ep was not until 1952, when
uth Bean was appointed as
ssistant Dean for the FAC and
so to be responsible for women
udents. She left in 1960, which
asabout the time Ms. McCorick started talking about giving
0ney to further the cause of
omen at .MIT, the eventual
isult of which, was of course,
cCormick Hall. This led Dean
adleigh, in 1963, tos decide
at he wanted a woman on his
aff. He therefore persuaded
cqueline Mattfeld to leave
adcliffe and come to MIT to
ke over as the dean in charge
women.
It was under her administran that great advances for
men were made; the first
wer of McCorrmick was cometed, and this led to a large'
crease in the number of
omen students at MIT. For, at
at time,- as it was until just this
~st year, the number of women
rnitted depended entirely on
)w many beds there were incCornick, as all women stu:nts had to either live there or
mmute from their homes;
ey were not allowed to live
campus.

It Vwas at this time that Dotty
Bowe came to the Office. She
had beeen working for Prof. John
Nortoi gn in Course III and when
he mo ved into the Dean's Office,
she c,,ame with him. She got
involvwed in the Women's Office
in 19( 64 when she helped-work
on the; Conference on Women in
Engineeering and Science that the
Dean cof Women and the AssociatibOn o
)f Women Students sponsoed here in 1965. Also at this
time Ms. Mattfeld and other
people in the administration
were t :alking about establishing a
separal te college at MIT, just for
women - along the idea of the
Radclilfie-Harvard set-up. However, Mattfeld soon left (she
becamee Dean of Sarah Lawrence
and is ; now Provost at Brown,
the fir: st woman to hold so high
a post at- an Ivy League school)
and th is plan was dropped. Prof.
Wick iwas the next Dearn fo
womeni and she held the post for
over sibx.years.
Prof f. Wick began by describingg some of her own experiences aas a student at MIT (she
was a g;raduate student at MIT in
1946-5 1) and how she got into
the lDe -an's Office. She had returned to the Institute, and had
tenure for one year, so she decided too learn more about other
aspects of MIT. She signed up
for the Committee on Student
Enviror anment. Dean Wadleigh
was a member of that committee, an d it was there that she
met
hiam. She said that one day,
metlair
out of the blue, he came and
ased hier to work in the Dean's
Office
Office on a part-time basis. She
decided I to accept the job, which
grew an id grew.
Prof. . Wick and Ms. Bowe
then doescribed what they had
tried to do in their office. They
emphasi ized that they had tried
to leavee their door open at all
times a]Lnd to be one of the few
offices at MIT where one could
just wal lk in, without an appointment, a mnd talk to someone. According to many students, they
succeed( ed admirably, and the
office iwas always filled with
studentss, of both sexes. "We
kept m agazines, candy and all
sorts o f inveiglements in the
front offfice to lure people in,"
said Proif. Wick.
Dean X Wick's job covered
women' s involvement in all
phases of life at MIT and in-

c. e.
volved her going to an enormous
number of meetings. Between
the women and the pre-med
students (there were 40 in '68,
there are over 200 now), Mss.
Wick and Bowe were responsible
for the two fastest growing
groups on campus. This resulted

in the job becoming more than
half-time for Prof. Wick, and she
felt that she was neglecting her
department. This led to her decision to resign, and return to her
research. This left a gap in the
Dean's Office, which is as' yet
unfilled. How Prof. Wick's place
will be filled and by whom was
the subject of the rest of the
meeting (this question is being
very seriously studied by an Ad
Hoc Committee - see The Tech,
February 14).

'Eaxly

By Bert Htalstead
Last week's picture in The
Tech, showing the MIT power
plant smokestack spewing forth
clouds of black smoke provoked
consid e rable discussion and
raised some questions about
possible pollution from the
Institute.
As it turns out, however; the
smoke-cloud incident was but a
freak accident at the power
plant which was quickly corrected by plant personnel.
Mr. Richard McKay, Superintendent of the Central Utilities
Plant, and Thomas Shepherd,
Superintendent of Electrical
Services, explained that the
physical plant personnel feel
they have "compiled an enviable
record in the two years since
July, 1970, when the antipollution laws went into effect
here."
The anti-pollution regulations
to which Shepherd referred have
only been exceeded twice at
MIT. Once was at the National
Magnet Labs in 19.70', and again
during the short incident of two
weeks ago. McKay added that
physical plant policy provides
for immediate notification of
the authorities should any such
violation occur.
In a memorandum to physical
plant personnel concerning the
most recent occurrence, McKay
stated that: "A situation
occurred... on FTiday, February I 1, 1972, which produced
puffs of visible color or smoke in
the gases. There-were two puffs
recorded on the smoke density
instruments, the first being at
approximately 2:10 pm and the
second at about 2:30 pm. The
average duration of the first was
about 60 seconds and the second
about 29.2 minutes.

"The situation which caused
the smoke puffs was a power
failure in the D.C. bus which
serves the flame monitoring
system for the boiler burners.
There is provision for transfer of
power for the flame monitoring
system from the D.C. bus to
storage batteries, but in this
particular instance the transfer
device responded too slowly to
prevent an interruption of power
to the flame monitoring system.
This system operates in a failsafe mode and therefore, upon
loss of power to it, shuts off all
fuel to the burners.
"The

smoke

puffs

were

associated with reLighting of the
burners under abnormal conditions. The stopping of the fires
causes a rapid drop in steam
pressure. which in turn produces
poor atomization of fuel, which
results in poor mixing of air and
fuel and thus poor combustion
which is smoke. Automatic controls become inoperative. In this
type of situation the starting-up
of the boilers is done manually
under considerable duress to
stem the drop in steam pressure,
which can have far-reaching
effects throughout -.the campus,
and rebuild pressure back to
normal . . .
"It is my opinion that the
plant personnel acted responsibly and quickly in this situation and as accurately as may
reasonably be expected under
the conditions."
McKay also noted that the
D.C. bus in question was a line
supplied by the power company,
over which MIT had no control.
The transfer device whose sluggishness caused the burners to
shut down has been readjusted
to work more quickly.

axaaly~~tecl

By Mar;ago Levinea
At Wednesday's
History of
Techno~logy semninar, Bernard
Clohen,

1Professor

of

History

of

:.

Science at Harvard, traced the
early development of the cornputer. Covering the period frfom
:.-'
:;y
the early seventeenth century to
Worpld Wsar Two, Cohlen outlined
rmany of the major highlights
and some of the jlittle kno~wn
events in the evolution of the
digital computer.
Cohen began with one of the
first leaders in the field, Schieeardea predecessor of the wellknowvn genius Pascal. Some of
these early dlevicdes hnave survi~ved
W
to the present: recently, two of
Pascal's machinyes were located
in Pekinlg.
Leib=n
was the next major
figure of the young' science.
Cohen noted that he was respon-,
sible for the considerable advances off using a "carriage" for
mupltiplication and Ithe binary
number system for coamputation.
~
Charles ·Babbage was thre key
innovator in th~e first part of the
nin~eteenth century. Hle was even
able to secure.financial. support
for his developmenert of the difpurence engJne from the som:ewhat wary British Governmentt
Cohen pointed out that Babbage's compuaters,
designed in
the 18409's, went directly. from
calculations to produrcing type,
thurs eliminatingthe humrman error
inherent in typesetting and Bernard Cohenp, Professor of Hlistory of Science at Harvard
(~Please turn; to~page 2)
Phloto by David ren~nernbaum
.
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Thomas next developed the
transposing. Babbage.continued
his work: he next developed his
analytical engine, an animated
and complex machine replete
with bells and horns as signalling
devices. Babbage was not stymied by the state of mechanical
art; to permit-him to construct
his various machines, he designed machine tools to produce the novel gears and parts that he

is back inoperadton!

- Open Friday and Saturday, 8pm - 12pm

Arithrnometer that soon took
over the market though it was I
first monopolized by industry.
However, the invention spread
and became a vital tool to the
insurance companies and the
government. Although developments such- as Odhner's peg
wheel and Bollee's multiplying
block appeared on the sceno, the
Arithmometer still dominated.

- -Cohlen stated that its superiority

required.

THIS WEEK: Delta Tau Velta's JohnLaniige and Dave Fish (FRIDAY) & Tim Phegley and
To emphasize tlie mechanical was not challenged until
rather than electronic nature of Steiger's development of the
Paul Mailman (SATURDAY)
computers, "millitmaire"' in the early twenthese primitive
Cohen disctussed the advance of
an'other nineteenth century innovator. Joseph Jacquard produced the suitably dubbed
Jacquard-loom that employed a
'weaving process" involving

'L.
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tieth century.
-Colhexr pointed out that de- .i
spite all these calculating de- I
vices, the first practical digital I
computer did not appear until p
de Colmer's release of his inven,
tion.
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By Peter L. Chu
approximately 400
I"I
Chinese students at MIT it is not
surprising that the Chinese Students' Club (CSC) is one of the
I largest student organizations on
I campus, with 150 students on
the membership roster.
Practically -a11 of the members
I
of the club may be classified as
being Chinese, although there
are- several Caucasians -on the
roster. Htowever, classifying
someone as Chinese is as general
a term as classifying someone as
being European.
Within CSC, are three general
groups of students with different
cultural backgrounds. Each
faction accounts for about a
third of the total membershi p ,
First of all, there are the
Chinese-American students, who
possess Chinese parentage and
ancestry, but have lived- all or
most of their- lives in America.
Most of the Chinese-American
students can speak 'and write
some Chinrese, but, of course,
their most fluent language is'
English.
Growing up in America, more
1111 With
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or less pinned under the I
common "Charlie Chan" image
with which most Americans view
Chinese, Chinese-Americans suffer much of the same identity
crisis that blacks go through.
The conflict between two compleeily .different culturatbackgrounds inca person.can be quite
intense and personality-shattering as well. The question of
whether or not one is Chinese or
American is not easy to answer
after being raised in a Caucasian,
American environment but, as a
result of physical features, appearing Oriental in race classification.The second group of Chinese
students is the Hong Kong faction, most of whom are under-

graduates. The native language
of these students is Cantonese, a
dialect from mainland China. A
large number of Hong Kong
students'come to colleges in the
United States and other countriesyprimarily because there are
just not enough schools irn Hong
Kong -for "the entire student
population. Because Hong Kong
is a British colony, English is
taught in the schools there and i's
used in communications. Students from this country therefore come to America fairly
wrell-prepared as-far as language
goes.
Finally, there are the
Taiwanese students, most of
whom are doing graduate work.
These students are generally older than their American counterparts as a result of a mandatory
two-year army service requirement. The Taiwanese government does not normally allow
undergraduate students to
attend foreign schools.
The Taiwanese have a variety
of native languages derived primarily from different backgrounds. Tisanese is spoken by
native , Taiwanese, whereas
Mandarin and Cantonese are
spoken by those Chinese who
moved into Taiwan with Chiang
Kai Chek in the early i950's.
Taiwanese grad students who
have not had intensive schooling
in English develop acute difficulties with the language at MIT.
For these students; reading textbooks becomes a slow, repetitive
process, requiring frequent use
of a dictionary for translation of
the harder words. Consequently,
studying becomes a full-time

7-

job, occupying most of the student's time.
Each of these three cultural

each

with

its

'

own

specially-accented dialect and
culture. With these language and
cultural barriers, along with the
usual differences people' have
with each other, it is surprising
that the CSC is still one club and
not several.
In the past, the image of the
CSC has primarily been that bf a
social clique. People have viewed
the organization as being not
much more than a close-knot
group of foreign students who
associate closely only with each
other. Ray Eng, cultural chairman and execomm member of
CSC; admits that the club was
nothing more than a social club
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AND ENGINEERING
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sweat shops six of seven days a

week,

with long hours and
{Please turn to page 9)
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community-conscious purposes.

Chinese culture.

THE HEBREW UNImVERSITY OF JERUSALEM
Programs forAmerican Studentgs 1972-73

The push within the CSC
toward more and more interaction with the outside cornmI

Relax and Diver

[.·ONE YEAR PROGRAM-for college sophomores
and juniors.

CAF 4PUS CUE

E TWO YEAR PROGRAM -for high school graduates.
E] GRADUATE STUDIES-Master's and Doctoral programs.

590 Commonwealth Ave.
(Opposit S. U. Towers)
-@0
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mSLUMMER COURSES-given in English.
r- ---

PcetBilliardS

11 EAST 69 STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10021 / 212- 988-8400
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I
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Cheap, reliable computer time on the biggest, fastest
machines commercially asvlilable
Average turnaround time - f less than one hour
, Dual four mega-byte 260/195's operated by McDonnell Douglas Automation Company in St.Louis
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Convenient location on Mass. Ave.: -near Central
Square
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For more information call
Howard Bruck at 864-5810
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lift themselves up by their own
efforts.
Since 1965, when immigration restxictions were lifted a
certain extent, thousands of
English-illiterate Chinese have
been pouring into Chinatown
every year, only to find themnselves jobless or working in

Currently, one of CSC's primary
aims is to bring about a"Chinese
cultural awareness" at MIT and
in the Boston area in general.
The social events for Chinese
students are still important to
CSC, but these functions are
now equal to, not dominant
over, activities promoting

For further details and application forms please contact
your department office, Dean's office, .or write to:
Department of Engineering and Applied Scienee
Yale University

nr;Al

pllUie au

Eng stated that since then,
when the cultural committee
was formed, CSC objectives have
been changing more and more
toward service-minded. and

Available projects include work involving air pollution
instrumentation, surface chemistry and catalysis,
gaseous electronics, plasma physics, heat and mass
transport, cormputer science and data processing,
physics of fluids, ultra high sped photography, chemical
physics, high pressure chemical synthesis, solid state
physics and electronics.

Summer Research Program

gf~tsfl"

until about two years ago.

The Departmentof Engineering and Applied Science of
Yale University is offering a limited number of Special
Grants to college juniors who would like to gain experience in advanced research this summer.

Stipends will be in the range $100-$120 a week depending
on experience, and will be awarded for a 12-week period
from June 12th through September 1st, 1972.
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munity has been spearheaded by
the realization on the part of
Chinese students of how little
Americans- know about the
Chinese people, who, after all,
account for about 700 million of
the world's population. Chinese
students believe that their
Chinese background is something which is wonderful, interesting, and of useful value to
everybody. They wish to tell
people why they feel this way.
CSC interests have not been
restricted to MIT, but have been
extended into Boston to Chinatown, a largely-neglected community with all the problems of
the poor and illiterate, plus the
additional language and cultural
barriers of the Chinese. Useful
outside help is almost-impossible
to obtain, since most American
social workers do not understand Chinese. In addition,
Chinese people are resentful of
outside' help because of a fierce

groups possess a completely
different language and background. This would make them
practically foreign to each other
if it were not for the fact that
they are Chinese people. Furthermore within each of these
main groups are various subgroups,

..
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By Peter Peckusky
The scene on the television Sunday
evening was mind-boggling and, perhaps,
less believable, as one wag observed, than
the frrst lunar walk televised to earth less
than three years ago. There was Richard
Nixon, arch anti-Commu~nist, Cold War-,
riot extraordinaire, president bf -the
United States of America, shaking hands
with Chou En-Lai, Premier of the
People's Republic of China, on the hardstand at the Peking airport. Mr. Chou, the
same man who the Secretary of State
during Mr. Nixon's first term as VicePresident refused to greet civilly, is Premier of a nation Nixon characterized as

agenda, as administration spokesmen have
stated will be the case during Mr. Nixon's
jaunt to China. Zeigler did say, however,
that the atmosphere of the meeting was
one of "frank and serious"~ discussion.
This is equivalent to a -professional football corementer saying that a-290 pound
lineman and an opposing quiarterback had
a frank and serious meeting some fifteen
yards behind the line of scrimmage.
A word is in order about the American
media coverage of the Nixonr/mission. The
events the reporters -are allowe d to cover
convey form and -not substance. It's
interesting to know that Nixon can drink
wine, that the Chinese have~a professional
opera troupe, that people ride bicycles in
IIrimin
al and worse twelve short years ago
during his First campaign for the Presi- China, that there are all-night'restaurants,
and that Mrs. Nixon can walk through a
dency. Nixon and Chou then reviewed
school, view acupuncture in action, and
the troops as the People's Liberation
Army band played the "Star Spangled
declare pa~ndos, to be cute. The White
Banner."' Absolutely mind-bogglig! Htow
House has arranged to place Mr. Nixon in
action on the tube -for several hours per
did this historic first come to pass?
Obviously there must have been, as day. That the action bears little if any
Nixon put it in his toast to Chou at the relationship to what is being said in the
banquet Monday evening, common in- hours -of summit, and' lesser level, meetterests strong enough to overcome the ings, apparently bothers the networks
apparent ideological differences. More little and the Administration even less. In
likely-, there is also a certain amount of effect, the Republican National Commitquid pro quo involved in this mission tee was- able to charge the American
about which the President wants it said:
people for the cost of putting the Intelsat
"We came in peace for all mankind."
stationary satellite into position over the
On Monday afternoon (Peking time, Pacific in order to provide many free
which is thirteen hours' ahead of Eastern hours of prime time. exposure for their
Standard .llime), Mr. Nixon held an un- candidate. Such 'are the' advantages of
announced meeting with Chinese Com- be-mg the incumbent.
One hundred spaces were allotted for
munity Party Chairman Mao Tse-Tung. if
any flirther proof -were needed that Dr.-. members of the working press. Of these
HenryKiss'roger is serving as Secretary of places, 1 3 were taken by technicians who
State, it was provided in the picture -of arrived'in Peking 'on February I to.
the Nixon-Mao meeting which was on the establish the ground 'station for satellite
front page of most Monday morning, transmission to the US of the live
papers - present were Chou, Mao, Nixon, bdverage, Still photographs, and -written
Kissinger, and an interpreter. Secretary Of reports by representatives of the print
media. Eighty-sevem~ media personages of
State Rogers was nowhere to be seen.
Nixon's press secretary, Ron Ziegler, various stripes flew to Peking along with
-was "unprepared" to say anything about the President. Of these, 43 were' from
the substance of the meeting or the television network broadcast staffs, and
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Second-class postage paid at Boston,
Massachusetts. The Tech is published hvice
a week during the college year, except
du'ing college vacations, and once during
the first week in August, by T/he Tech,
Room W20-483, MIT' Student Center, 84
Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, Mas~sa.chusetts 021i39. Telephone: (617) 864-6900
2731 or 1541.
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*9 There will be a general meeting of the
Black Student Union, Sunday, Feb. 27, at 3
pm in the BSU` Lounge 50-105. Everyone is
asked to attend.
* Nomination petitions for UAP and UAVP and for class officers are due in the
UA-office (W20-483) by Friday, March 30
* Afro-American Dance classes sponsored
by MIT Dance Workshlop and the Humanities Dept. will bet'in once more on Monday,
Feb. 28. This will be a ten class session open
to students only, meeting every Monday
3-4:30 in the T-Club Lounge in the Armory.
Participation in the January classes' is not
necessary. Register for session at first class.Any questions', call 864-5348.
* MIT Dance Workshop Meeting - Tuesday, Feb. 29 at 7 pro,McCormick Gym. All
welcome. For program, see dance bulletin
board outside of Gym.
*Help your fellow man. Due to a large
enrollment, 6.14 has run ofit of texts. Any
student owning a copy of the 1971 versionof Senturin and Wedlock, Electronic Components and Measurements (red cover) who
is willing to loan or sell it, please notify
Professor.- Senturia's secretary, Room
13-3057, x4637.
*All freshmen and sophomores interested
in studying abroad during their junior year
should explore the idea promptly. Longterm planning is important. If interested,
contact the Foreign Study Advisor, Dean
i-azen, in Roomn i0-303, x5 243.
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17 were network executives masquerading as technicians, leaving 27 positions for
othe~s. Of the rex aining 27 people, 5
were photographers, one was a representative of the Reader's Digest, which is not
exactly noted for its coverage of current
news events, two were columnists (William -Bucl-dey and Joseph Kraft). This left
a grand total of 19 writers for newspapers
or press associations plus the two columnists. Even the reporters have been deluded. into thinking that the breakdown
between the print and electronfie media is
40-60 instead of the actual ratio of 27-73.
It is, to be -sure, highly unusual for a
nation that purports to be in the vanguard of the Third World Liberation
movement to invite the head of state azfd
chief executive of its arch enemy, the
leading imperialist power, to visit while
the planes of the imperialist nation's air
force are daily raining death and destruction on a neighboring socialist state. if
one considers the Chinese leaders to be
merely a different breed of socialist dictators, rather than the forerunners'of the
coming revolution, these occurrences begin to -make slightly. more sense. The
Chinese must be sorely pressed indeed to
incur the loss of face with ihe North
Vietnamese and run the riskE of increased
Russian influence in Southeast Asia
which the invitation to Nixon entails. AI
Russian military base in North Vietnam,'[
while highly unlikely at this time, wouldl
enable the Soviet Union to pressure the'
Chinese on two fronts. Currently, thel
USSR has on the order of one million
soldiers along the i500 mile Sino-Sovietfi
border. These troops are reportedlyl
armed with tactical nuclear weapons,
missiles, and artillery -- in short, enough
military muscle to make the Chinese I
extremely nervous about the safety eof
their nuclear weapon assembly plants in
Sinkiang province which is contiguous[I
with the USSR.
Considerations of the above type havei
led this observer to the conclusion that[
the Chinese have decided their small, but [m
growing nuclear arsenal notwithstanding, i
the only way to couaterba!_~nce there

Chanc~.beor: "Wfaat conacelion, did Da~ndell
Ellsberg have with MIT,'" and "What is
border and the increasingly hostile rhetor.
* Not su're about a summer job? Deadline
your
[the
Chancellor's]
job?"'
ic
of this neighbor .is to enter into somei
for submission of proposals for Pelronto
Gray
did
not
nfinee
Words
when
he
type
of agreement with the United States.
Undergraduate Summer Fellowships is
answered the question for the student
The price the US can extract for this~
February 28. Information sheet available at
group at dinner: he handles th~e admini- insurance being given to. the Chinese will~
the Financial Aid Office - Root0 5-119.
stration of the Institute, while Dr. no doubt be high. The 'untold hours of~
*Graduate
students
who
hold
Wiesner handles the fund raising. The television exposure wkd inches of media i
appointments as Research Assistants,
description/is not completely true, Gray
copy are an ancillary, but by no means
Teaching Assistants, or Instructors are
quickly pointed out --- he had just reinsignificant bonus for President Nixon in[
eligible foT Graduate Student membership in
turned
from
what
was
basically
a
fund
his fight for re-election.
the American Association of University
raising
trip,
and
there
are
still
many
The speculation until this time (ih
Professors at an annual dues rate of $3.00.
administrative chores that fall by law and
which. this observer does not wholly[
Students wishing to avail themselves of this
tradition to the Pr1esident. But in a few concur) has been that somehow th~_ Chi-[
opportunity please contact: Mr. Bertram
short words, that is the major division of
Davis, American Association of University
nese will convince the North Vietnamese
Professors, One Dupont Circle, Suite 500,
labor.
to accept a coalition government in Sai-.
Washington, D.C. 20036.
The situation should not surprise any- gon and release the American prisoners-~
one who carefully read the blizzard of
of-war in exchange for a cease fir ia'
* A Nader-formed organization for repress releases which accompanied the
Southeast Asia and a total-withdrawal of~
search in the public interest, MASS PIRG
election: it was all there if only one had
EAST, is currently being formed at MIT and
American forces. The leverage the CMibeen looking for it. The appointment of a
on other campuses throughout Eastern
nese could apply to the North Viet.[
Massachusetts. We need support at the
Chancellor as deputy to the President
namese would be that the Chinese could~
campus level, and all those interested are
recognized "'the increased scope /red re- deny land access to Soviet supplies desurged to attend the MASS PIRG EAST
sponsib-ilities which must be carried by
tined for consumption by the Vieteeng[
meeting Tuesday, February 29, at 12 noon
its
[MIT's]
senior
officers,
and
the
conand North Vietnamese forces in the com.in the Bush Room, 10-105.
sequent need for greater sharing and
bat zone. With the Ru~ssians supposedly
delegation of administrative responsibili- unwilling to rely entirely on sea supply ofi
* A seminar on advanced uses of analog.
ties and a strengthening of the administraand digital computers for dynamic system
a militar operation after the CubanI
tive organization of the Institute."
simulation, on-line experimental analysis,
M.issile Crisis frasco, such a threat on the
and computer-aided design will be presented
To the editor:
There appears to be plenty of responsipart of the Chinese would be credible. It
on' Tuesday, Feb. 29, in the Vannevar Bush
The recent revelations concerning
bility at the top for both men; Gray
isthought that a similar threat to deny~
Room, from 12: 15 to 3:30 pmn. it will focus
freshnma grades and medical school appli- admitted to some small desire to do a
land access to the Russians through
on research applications that have featured
cants are absolutely outrageous. Have we
little teaching on the side, only to add
China to North Vietnam played a part in
interactions between computers, humans,
wistfully
that
his
current
job
will
not
-allow
been
lying
to
students
for
four
ye~ars
Nikita Khruschev's ouster in 1964. The
and engineering experiments.
for such a thing. Thus it is true tkeat, more
when we told them that the only grades
theory maintains that the price the Chiand
mote
these
days,
when
there
is
a
were
pass/fail?'By
what
right
does
Johns
nese
exacted in exchanige for the tra~nsit
*Black graduate students who are within
Hopkins ask us to subvert our educational
question about how this place is run, the rights was a, change in the policy ofi
a year or two of completing their Ph.D. and
suggestion is "'See the Chancellor about
system by demanding grades? And how in
vituperative Russian denunciations of the
are interested in a teaching career may apply
f~)r Teaching Internships from the Woodrow
that. He knows . ..- "
Chinese. The policy shift was to be.
aHl good conscience can we cooperate
Wilson National Fellowship Foundation. DeIt should be noted that Htoward John- effected by the removal of the leader
with such a request?
tails about the internships are available in
son probably had a hand in the creation
Perhaps this issue can be resolved
most closely identified with the policy the Graduate School Office (Room 3-134).
of the apparently successful two-man
quickly and simply by direct contact
Nikita Khrushchev. Such a scenario
arrangement. A Sloan School man, indeed
between MI~T and Johns Hopkins. Why
hypothetical, to say the least, butfi
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~IIshouldn't the Provost merely pick up his former dean of that school before' acceptfrom academic.
phone, call' the Dean of the Johns Hop- ing the position of -president, he was
'It seems clear that closer Chinese.
kins Medical School and explain our Chairman-elect during the Fisk CommitAmerican relations will be the result 0t
tee's search for a new President. It is easy
pass/faU.l system to hfim?
the Nixon -visit. The exact form of the~
The- Massachusetts Department of Youth
If they persist in their unreasonal to assume that he -wielded some influence
relations may- be revealed in the joint
Serv~ices (DYS) is interested in talking with'
request, then we propos. that MIT repmrt in that position, and based recomnmendacommique, most_ probably written befo~
students in the following areas: design and
tions
on
his
experience
as
president
a
grade
of
A
in
response
to
all
such
Nixon departed from the White HouseI
implementation of a DYS information
during five of the most turbulent years in
requests.
which will1be released at the end of th~
systemn, operations research and evaluation
If the medical schools are so obstinate MIT's history.
President's 'soqjourn in China. However
of juvenile justice system, modelling (and
It is true that MIT is on~e of the very
as to refuse to .recognize our pass/fail
the subtle understandings, mutual res
simulation?) of socdial service 'delivery'
grades, then we see no reason why it few schools in the country that has a
systems, design and implementation of a
peet, and trust 'which develop in th{
health delivery system for juveniles on
should be MIT's educational philosophy
President, a Chancellor and a Provost (the
secret Mao-Chou-Nixon-Kissinger, discu
parole, andl other simiflar topics. For 'm~ore
latter being chief academic officer). it is sions m-ay prove to be more importanl
which must be subvertedi.
information, call or visit D. Burmaster,
Marvin A. Sirbu, Jr. also true that MIT is one of the very few
than next Monday's public announce
20C-23 1, x4 849.
Lawrence Storch schools which need all three.
merit.
Few people were' surprised, list March
.5, when the announcement was made
that Dr. Jerome B. Wiesner had been
elected president of MIT. But nearly
everyone was taken aback to learn that
Dean of Engineering Paul E. Gray had
been named Chancellor. "Chancellor?"
was the question~ of the hour "Wfhat
does a Chancellor do?*"
Chancellor Gray has now served in
that office for ne,-ly ten months. Just
recently, he returned from a nationwide
tout of alumni associations, during which
he answered questions about MIT, the
new administration he serves in, and t~he
mood of the MIT campus. Upon his
return, he was the guest of a living group
in Brack 'Bay.
The alumni had diverse concerns, Gray
reported, depending on the part of the
country they lived in. '/hey were not too
concerned about the budget, or about
women at the.-Intitute. There wiere just
two universal questions, according -tothe
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One BR Apt., $135 incl. utils., 18
Caviland St. (off Mass. Ave. between
Symphony Hall and Beacon Street).
Income maximums in effect. Call
Mrs. Brennan at 266-7595, 14 or 6-8
weekdays.
Library Book- Sale - the libraries will
ponsor a book sale on Tuesday, Feb.
29, and Wednesday, March 1. Held in
oom 14-0615, from 8 am to 5 pm,
he sale will include thousands of
ooks at bargain prices.
OUSE FOR SALE: Newtonvlle,
roomn colonial on wooded quarterere, academic neighborhood. Four
edrooms, 11/2 baths, dishwasher, disosal, screened. porch, garage. Walk
o bus, slops, schools. June occuancy. 969-5766.

OBS ON SHIPS,

'

--

SYCHEI)DELIC LIGHTING for paries, room decorations, dances, rock
oncexts. World's largest psychedelic
ghting catalog for rentals, sales,
ghtshows, send $1 (credited as $2).
ocktionics, 22-MIT Wenaell St.,
ambridge, MA 02138. Call EL4444.

•

ed expedition in North Africa
rnmmer 1972. Unique, exciting, in1olving diplomacy, interior explora·ion and ragged living. Please apply
!o - Uviversity Experiment in
oreign Exploration, P.O. Eox 898,
~hapel Hill, N.C. 27514. (Non Prosfit
brganzation)
,VERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS.
ustralia, Europe, S. America,
Ifrica, etc. All professions and ocIupations, $700 to $3,000 monthly.
$xpenses paid, overtime, sightseeing.
free information - Write, Jobs Over-yas, Dept. F6, Box 15071, San
!iego, CA 92115.

-

AND CULTURAL ORGANiZATiON

THE STUDENT AID SOCIETY

Andover, New Hampshire, junction
of routes 4 and 1t, minutes to local
ski. areas and Highland Lake. Four
season mobile home available for
weekend, week, or monthly rental.
Excellent way to get-away-from-it-all
winter or summer. 489-1020 or
484-2989.

,BRe6A>offer
ABROAD
STDY$TU~DY

$6 vaue

New 19th Edition
Each copy is trilingual
in English, Frnch and
Spanish

Paris, France, 1972
644 Pages

The most complete s0holarship directory in the world lists more than 234,000

schiolarships, fellowships, loans and grants

in mlore than 129 counrtries or

territories! Tells who is eligible, fields of study, financial assistance, iHOW,
WHEN AND WHERE TO APPLY Reflects the latest scholarship approach
costed by financial neWed!
COUNSELORS over 20 for unique
space-age overnight summer camp in
Pennsylvania. Able to instruct one of
the following: Watersafety, Waterfront Director, Waterskiing, Boating,
Tennis, Photography, Athletics, Golf,
Physics, Chemistry, Riflery, Archery,
Ham Radio, Pioneering, or Arts &
Crafts.- Write Camp Director, 138
Red Rambler Drive, Lafayette Hill,
Pa. 19444.

$1.50 value

VACATION STUDY AEBROAD

Each copy is trilinogual in English, French and Spanish
More and more Americans are flocking overseas for summer vacations, and an
increasing proportion
is young Americans! With the price war now raging on
overseas airfares;
record-breaking numbers of young Americans will surge across
Europe this summer! VACATIsON STUDY ABROAD tells how qualified people
will go free! Provides information on short courses, seminars, summer schools,
scholarships and travel agents available each year to students, teachers and other
yourng people and adults planning to undertake study or training abroad during
their vacations. These data were provided by some 500 organizations in 54
countries!

SQQ
A$HARUARD
864-4580 Thru Tues. LOVE
STORY Ali MacGraw, Ryan O'Neal
j2:15 - 5:55 -. 9:35 PLAZA SUITE
Walter Matthau 4:00 - 7:40
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I
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all
for

only $6
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4226 Thru Tues. THE AFRI~.CAN QUEEN Humphrey Bogart,
i Katherine Hepburn 5:45 - 9:30 &
MOULIN ROUGE Jose Ferrer 7:30
Wknd Mat 3:45

i

i

i

3I

THE KING OF HEARTS 6:309:45 Wknd Mat 3: 10 & GIVE HER
THE MOON 8:15 Wknd Mat 4:55

R-

iC&EN~TRA
i

l
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"Your rernce
savd me much va .uaeS
time which I put .'_'na
other Subjet. a
5As and I B." ?1mut'
,CN, Ann A,
; Mich
r
'The Vantam Po
1eg ,
a book put
5 ghost
rs ,-,Z
esitd
L&J. Your
referencebysemice
81ma lieS my oa
,'sonal ghost writer.
LC. Gaineswal
"Te 3 frenm
,af ;~nich V;ry
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ar;ffip from

I

Drafts termn papers, essays, book reports, theses, etc. frequently using
primary sources available only in the Library of Congress! We do not
actually write the finished assignment since that would deprive the
student of valuable educational experience and defeat the purpose for
writing for oneself in the first place. We will provide background
information and bibliographies which rank with such tools as the College
reference services available sonly with
Outline Series and encyclopaedia
expensive sets. Limit of one draft at smaUl additional charge, per semester
per student in good standeng. We cannot answer any question which we
feel requires the advice od a doctor, lawyer. architect, engineer or cther
licensed practitioener, nor -can we advise concarping your financial
investments. Neither can we undertake market research or surveys or
provide home stady courses.

iboks
ftat

:,are Etdy A

864-0426 Thru Tues. Jan Kadar's
ADRIFT 6:00 9:25 & Milos Forman's TTHE FiREMAN'S BALL
8:05 Wknd Mat 4:45
la'rlmriervw

Scholarship informatsion service.
Answers questions concerning scholarships worldwide!
Travel service.
Plans interesting tours to exotic lands!
Reference Service.

$12.5~

8~

iCENT"RAL I,
I 864-0426 55th Week. De Broca's

STUDENT AID SOCIETY membership dues. Services offered:

$5 value

,

a$duent Aid Siey, PO Box 3f42

hp tation, Washington, D.C. 2016

Friena

Gent=lemen: Bendose $ for Study Abroad,
VaatiOn Study Abroad and annual dues.
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PEric's own words:.
"Itsjust an expression offreedom.'

The freedom

PAGE 5
I

a non-profit non-pofidcal organization dedicated
to helpfg stdents to help themnseves

Bnnsanslraaraasrsnssnmraanaa

I·^IRLI--NI-----*12

F R I DAY, FEB R UARY 25, 1972

a spechi=zedageny of tie United Natf'ens dedicated to peace_
and

MEN. WOMEN.

refect sumnmer job or career. No
,xperience required. Excellent pay.
Vorldwide travel. Send $2.00 for
nformation. Seafax, Box 1239-MJ,
eattle, Washington 98111.

THETECH
-

THE UNITED NATIONS$EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFICE
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that comes after years o play-

ing trumpet and-trombone with Delaney and
Bonnie, Joe Cocker, George Harriso
Rolling Stones.

and the

b.:-, ~-V
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,
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The fireedom to go beyond just the horns to
also play organ and singon your firstsolo album.
The freedom to call that first album "'Kids
nowadays ain't got no shame.
On A&MI Records
Prodaced b Jimmy Miller

USE THE POWER

REGOSTER AND VOTE

i
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The staff of the paper has not
By Paul Schindler
harder timne succeeding than before it fell to Tim Kiorpes to ation. We are going to make it."
been sitting on their hands, howMIT's campus media seem many other student organi- carry the ball.
Not that the paper is not
ever. Some of the more audacious
It was fall of 1970, and ap- having problems: there is a clear
anemic to many; two are on the zations. Unlike most, they must
stunts have included a belly danverge of death. The fourf major put out a "product" contin- athy was rampant as MIT ad- shortage of staff members, even
cer in the lobby of Building Ten i
media outlets are all having trou- uously, on schedule, week after mitted its least enthusiastic class if there is not a shortage of
during a noon-hour rush, a
ble. Are things as bad as them week (day after day for the in recent memory. The paper morale, due to what Dern terms
booth labelled TANSTAAFL
published sporadically, and the "underdog effect" (someseem? Why? Where do ERGO,
radio station).
(There Ain't No Such Thing As
Thursday, The Tech and WTBS
For the time being, each of Kiorpes bowed to the inevitable thing of a reverse snob appeal in
A Free Lunch, a Robert
go from here?
claims to have and incredible pressures. Thurs- working for the number two
media"
four
the
Heinlein catch-phrase often used
Last week, there was no sufficient people and sufficient day could not be run as the paper). The paper needs a
by objectivists) at which donaERGO, no Thursday; just two resources to continue operation paper should have been run. production manager as well as
tions were collected, and the
issues of The Tech, issued with indefinitely. They are "going Kiorpes resigned and went to typists, and people to learn the
distribution, by editor Dern and
their clockwork Tuesday-Friday concerns" but need help to im- The Tech.
skills needed for makeup, layout
others, of blank leaflets at the
regularity in the common pat- prove, or so they say.
After December 12, 1970, it and operation of-the headliner 77 Mass. Ave. 'entrance. The
tern of recent years. (WTBS was
appeared that Thuersday was a skills which can, on occasion, be
Thursday
response, while not over-[
moving along with a new, exgoner. Deeply in debt, with no parlayed into later jobs for pay.
itself
styles
which
Thursday,
E
whelming, was heartening.
panded program schedule, on "MIT's Community News- one at the helm, it looked to be In addition, advertising salesmen
Dem
valuable,"
is
"Thursday
the air more hours than at any- paper," was, at one time, just another casualty of the lack of are in short supply. (They are
concluded. "People like it, and [=
time before. There was no per- that. Founded in April of 1969, interest evinced during that "ap- the only paid workers - they get
they read it. It gives them someceptible fanfare.) There was no the paper served as an outlet for athy autumn." A call for a savior commissions.)
thing to read during lectures. We
VooDoo issued this month, no community members' who had or group of saviors over IAP
for
problem
big
a
is
Money
want it to survive."
lnnisfree: both are dead and Tech something to say, sans the fil- seemed to be of no avail.
but
now,
debt
in
is
it
paper:
the
- ERGO
Engineering News seems to be tering of The Tech. A former
Dan bern, Technique Liter- less so than when the current
proclaims itself the I
ERGO
dying. Last year's bold experi- The Tech staff member, Jim ary Editor (and official photoBasiover.
took
management
Reporting,
"Objective
of
clarion
ment in communications, The Smith, started the paper.
grapher of the North American cally, the debts were inherited
on the
Commentary"
Reasoned
Bag, has brought no revolution to
Tiddlywink Association) and a from people who have been gone
printed
it
days,
eadrly
the
in
H1arat
now
(and
campus
MIT
MIT media,as nothing like it has
group of others came forward to for a long time. But their legacy
comof
opinions
considered
the
paper
only
the
is
It
too).
vard,
appeared since.
institute save the paper. Armed with fris- lives on, and in spite of consison campus with an explicitly
Only with Rain has there munity member and there
bees, phony money, and infla- tent "break-even" and "makewas
and
alike,
professor
stated ideological position, and
been recent growth (probably
table plastic mallets that wheeze money" issues, there is a debt of
issues
the
consider:
to
much
the only source of news with an
due to a realistic and infrequent
when they hit you, the unflapstop"research
the
by
raised
outdollars
thousand
several
"Objectivist" bias. ("Objectipublication schedule) and of
of March 1969, the occu- pable imp pulled a staff to- standing, much of it already paid
page"
vism" is a philosophy proorgan
house
MIT
course, the
of University Hall at Har- gether, fizst as editor, then as to the original creditors through
pation
pounded by Ayn Rand which
unTalk,
Tech
But
Tech Talk.
the whole question of managing editor under Doug a loan from Finboard.
and
vard,
she summarized in a column she
menmedia
other
the
like all
Zingale. Dern is now editor of
the war.
wrote for syndication (LA
run;
student
not
is
Finfar,
so
tioned
Dern noted: "We make
Thursday once again.
Times, June 13, 1962): "Reality
afraid
real
it has no problem with money or
a
are
Smith did not have
A junior, and a literature board nervous. They
exists as an objective absolute:
people.
"radical-left" slant to his poli- major. at MIT, Dern seems, at we will not pay back the loan.
facts are facts. .. Reason ... is
For the other media, the pic- tics, although he was clearly left times, to be frivolous when he We can't pay it back now; we
man's only means of perceiving
ture is not so bright. Money and of center; Thursday's leftward speaks of his work at the paper: haven't got it. But we're not
reality, his only source of knowdon't
people are the lifeblood of a drift occurred not because of his
We
debt.
more
up
"E saw a golden opportunity running
ledge, and his basic means of
student-run, volunteer organi- will, but because of his lack of to start at the top and work my want to rake it in, we just want
sunrival , . . every man is an end
zation, and to some degree, all resistance. It was a natural devel- way down through the organi- to make enough to cover costs.
in himself, not the means to the
recruiting
is
the media are suffering from a opment of the times: it moved zation."
manager
ad
new
Our
ends of others. .. the ideal pollack of one or the other. They to where the audience was.
OK."
do
should
now, and we
In a more serious vein, Dern
itical economic system is laissez.
are having trouble attracting and
kill
to
tries
Finboard
If
Smith left, and was followed added, "We walked in last Janfaire capitalism . . . ")
keeping new and competent peo- by Kevin George. George beganr uary and we did it. We kept the Thursday, wile the paper fight
It didn't start out all that
ple to maintain their organiza- to reduce the "community" as- paper going because we liked it, back? The question is a serious
dogmatic; but the story of ER- !
tions, while the struggle to ob- pect of the paper, and started and run it because we enjoy one. The paper was nearly killed
GO's founding is strange and
tain sufficient resources to the descent into debt by a cav- doing it and want to see it last March by a Finboard resoluseldom told. The man conceeded
continue operation wears down alier attitude toward the fi continue.. The turning point
tion designed to keep the paper
to be the father of ERGO, James[
out of further debt. Replied
the people already in the saddle. nances of the paper. Lonnie von came last May. Since then we
Russell MacGregor Seitz (known i
Dern, 'We might."
The media have a much Rennet also edited the paper have lost our sense of desper-- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-----never had anything to
- -~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I - - -_
i as Russell)
do with the actual production of,i
SQUARE
the paper.
You may have heard of Seitz;[
he was the former MIT student[
who purchased all the requisitei
parts to construct a Titan missle1
(except the atomic warhead) i
M.I.T.'s
from subcontractors, on- the i
Whether you live in a big city with its crowded drugstores, or in
closest
open market. Seitz is surely a i
a small town where people know each other so well, obtaining
remarkable "renaissance" man:
problem.
a
be
male contraceptives without embarrassment can
Savings Bank
has solved the problem

OFFICE

KENDALL

At lest... contraceptiels a
through the'

.
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of
Fic Em

Now, Population Planning Associates
.. by offering reliable, famous-brand male contraceptives through
the privacy of the mail. Popular brands like Trojan and Sultan.
The exciting pre-shaped Conture. The supremely sensitive Prime.
And many more. All are electronically tested and meet rigorous
government standards of reliability.
We'll be glad to send you our free illustrated brochure which
describes the products and services that we have been bringing
to 10,O00 regular customers for nearly two years. Or send just $5
for a deluxe sampler of eighteen assorted contraceptives-(three
each of six different brands)-plus our brochure. Money back if
not delighted!

Fr,

n Thw New

Population Planning Associates
Please rush the following in plain
105 North Columbia, Dept. FF
package:
Hill, }1.~. 27514
C~~~~~~~(hapel
.
|| .
[] Mini-samlper containing 3 as- C
name
! sorted condoms, plus illustrated
name
brochure, just $1
address
8 Deltxe sampler containkng 18
assorted condoms (3 each of 6 difstate
city
f ferent brands), plus illustrated bro-371
chure, just $5v
X
zip
E] llustrated brochure only, 25¢
I I enclose payment in full under your money-back guarantee.
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Why
holder of nearly 20 international
patents, advisor to the Biafran
government on the use and manufacture of crossbows, former
MIT research associate and now
a Harvard student studying the
history of science, he never did
much for the paper besides
found it.
Within weeks of the formation of Thursday, Seitz put up
posters, announcing a paper
which would express opinions
outside of the broad range "between Michael Harrington and
Mao Tse-Tung." After the formation meetings, he left the
paper to the members of the
right
not that this was his
philosophy; he simply wanted
some balance on campus..
ERGO has, throughout its
brief history, tended to cover
political, philosophical and artistic issues much more thoroughly
than directly-related MIT news.
-Exceptions to this rule occurred
as staff members interested in
MIT news have joined and left; if
such news is turned in, it is
printed.
The fate of the paper is now
in the hands of Steve Wright'73
(XVII) and David Schneider'72
(VI-3) who hold the top editorial posts. Both are confirmed
students of objectivism who admit, "It's no great kick to put
this paper out, but the viewpoint

a

is important." Schneider notes,
"It isn't my !ife's work."
ERGO also notes a shortage
of personnel, but finds few
morale problems as the political
ties which bind the staff seem
strong enough to provide team
spirit. "The main thing we need
right now, in terms of people,
are more good writers, and better quality material," Schneider
noted.
The pair also noted a crying
need for more ad salesmen (on a
commission basis) as well as unskilled production help - the
mechanical, time-consuming details are enormous.
Wright stated that ERGO is in
no danger of an imminent staff
crisis: "As long as there are
people willing to do the work,
iERGO will exist. The current
staff should be good for two
more years, at least."
There appears to be an increasing Harvard slant to the
paper, and a rise of Harvard
circulation figures and editorial
people.
Schneider noted that
there had been, some promotions, but "not many," and that
OW
X

he personally is "not very concerned." There are not enough
people to put out papers at both
schools, and it doesn't-hurt Harvard to learn about MIT and
vice-versa. "I just can't see this
anti-Harvard bias." The circulation figures are currently 1500
at Harvrard, 4000 at MIT.
ERGO is not in financial
straits of the same order as
Thursday. Inr the estimation of
the editors, the paper might have
made a little money before office expenses. In terms -of

ered here Tuesday last . . . " The
paper was replete with line
drawings and little jokes, and
rarely ran a large front page
picture until the 9SO's.

lase lecir e?
800 dollar loss 'into this year's
profit. But the business staff
receives few rewards, and there
is a 30-90 day lag before co>mmissions are paid to salesmen.
Few people are willing to make
the kind of commitment the
campus media now need. But if
there were more people, the

successors. Giguere, as is true of
some board members, has been
with the paper two and a half
years and worked hard before he
was rewarded with election to
the post. Unlike the other papers, this editorship does not
pass unwillingly into the hands
of the next person able to handle
it: there is almost always competition for the post.
The current staff is sufficient
to turn out the paper for the
foreseeable future, but Giguere
noted, "More people would free
us to do some of the innovative
things we would like to do.
While we could use more news
writers, and more people who
would like to do investigative
reporting, our greatest need is
for production workers; for the
past two years, most of the
burden has fallen on the

Back issues of the paper are
invaluable for the insight they
offer into campus trends over
the years. Individual issues rise
(Please turn to page 8)
and fall, but so do major areas of
concern. Thus, the paper was
greatly taken with coverage of
academics, and classroom work
during many of its early years,
along with such social events as
printer's costs, they didn't fun a there were. For a long time, The
losing issue last year. '*"Losing
I
Tech found most of,its news in
AUTHORiZED DEALER
money" (or not paying your the activities of Inscomm (the
SERVICE
debts) is a concept which does former student government) and
SALES - PARTS
not sit well with the editors on a student activities. There was
EUROPEAN DELIVERY SPECIALISTS
WE MAJOR IN PERFECT SERVICE
philosophical basis; they will., probably more coverage of
avoid it at almost any cost.
ROTC and WM1T (the closedc
Wright and Schneider both circuit AM predecessor of
NEXT 70 RAYP.OD'S
noted, in passing, the former WTBS) than of Korea, the Cold editors."
0\E BLOCK FRO.M RTE
128
Finboard newspaper subsidy: "It
War, Eisenhower and the Silent
But within the paper's struc805 PROVIDENCE HGWY.
A mp
r
An
is missed. The paper now has to generation put together.
RTE.
ture,
there
are
other
needs,
desell more ads in the current tight
Then, starting in 1967, for a scribed by chairman Bob Elkin,
-- i
period of three years, there was "The business staff is essential to Lc c -- -economy just to pay costs."
more news occurring on campus the operation of the paper, as
(More on the subsidy later.)
'W""CURE YOURSEBF AS
than the paper was capable of are the advertising salesmen, and
The Tech
A PAULISTQo
p
covering. Nothing like it has
The Tech has provided "Conwe need more of both. The L
happened
before
or
since.
Curtinuous
News Service Since
people we have now all have
1881" to the MIT community. rent staff members speak, long- heavy commitments, and have
During 88 of those 91 years, it ingly but jokingly, of the days worked hard to turn last year's
was the only regular undergra- when the paper had a riot coreduate newspaper, and developed spondent, and a Washington Bumany symptoms of the arro- reau Chief, during the turmoil The Old VSilna Synagogue
gance of power because of its and strife now referred to by
Feb. 28, 1972
monopoly situation. The paper MIT administrators as "the time
P.1M.
6
has changed its role in response of troubles." Relatively speakto the competition provided in ing, the paper has seldom
First,
Hear the Megsia, enjoy Purim
printed a "hard" news story
recent years.
picture a rerefreshments and songs.
ligious ComThe Tech has not always been since.
munity. A
The man at the helm of The
a newspaper in the modern
Community
sense, but neither has any other Tech today is mustachioed ju- 16 Phillips St., Beacon Hill,
founded by
.+
nior
Lee
Giguere
(XXI)
whose
Boston.
91 .year old newspaper. In the
an Americanr convert .....
1890's, complete coverage of a term runs until next February,
in, andfor, the :: .
seminar was "Mr. X gave a most at which time the selfall of the Jewish faith welcome
benefit of
engaging talk to the men gath- perpetuating board will elect its II"··
iS North Amer-:
·
a--n~
a~
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DALZELL MOTOR SALES

E,, HGw,. 329-1 1A

PURtIM

A professiona
ABgOTION
that' is safe
legal
onexpensave

iea.
Picture a
founder who

was a century;
ahead of hisA

time. A man
with a vision
that came true.
A mnan with
a belie' that
a Community could be modern
and flexible enough to mneet the
needs of the Church in every age
as they arise. A Community that
wouldn't lag behind the times on
leaden feet. A Community that
would communicate through the
spoken and printed word and one
that wouldn't be hampered by
specific activities when new needs

Date Friday, February 25, 1972
Exhfibit 7 pm
Auction Begins 8:30 pm
At Sheraton Commander
16 Garden St., Opp. Cambridge Common
Cambridge, Mass.

can be st up on an
outpatient basis by calling
p dwxhl

14
21/a

Ta Probgem Pregnanc
idu6ation al bkice
E
215) ~722-536

Featuring magnicently framed lithographs, etchings, oil paintings,
watercolors,and engravings

24 hours - 7 days
for professional, confiderntial
and caring help.

All of these outstanding pieces
will be offered for sale at prices

arise.

Next, picture the men in this
new Community. They would be
flexible. Each one would use his
own individual talents in his own

way and would be given the freedom to do so.
These are the Paulists. The
modern religious Community.
Keeping pace with the times.

starting from $1.00 to $25.00
The art selection will encompass many new artists including works
by: Chagall, Dali, H-aymonson, Miro, Moscowitz, Ripollis, Roualt,
Silva, Soyer, Buffet, Plus many others too numerous to mention.
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CAM FOROUR OUTSTANDINfG RATES M

kS$UM

PATES TO EUOPfT'H

Concerned. Involved.

If you can picture yourself as
a Paulist, why not write for mnore
information to: Rev. Donald C.
Campbell, C.S.P., Vocation Director, Room No. 400

Bring a friend//!/
Doorprizes
Freeadmission
Terms: cash or checks

Oniv 40 seats available - open only to students, employees and families
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(Continued from page 7)
commntment could be smaller."
The Tech is not really suffering from a money crunch. The
paper receives most of the
national advertising directed at
the campus through the National
Educational Adverising Service
(which also gives Thursday ads,)
and according to its Advertising
Manager, Alex Makowski, dominates the local ad market,. As a
result,-over the long run, advertising tends to cover printing
costs, or occasionally turn a
small profit. This part of the

any examination of the paper's
state of-affairs.
One member indicated that
"All the publications have a lack
of accurate records which make
it difficult to assess their financial standing. This becomes critical only in times of crisis, such
as that which Thursday is going
through now."
When asked, Kavazanjian described the details of involuntary
closure of a paper: "They are
members of the Association of
Student Activities (ASA). They
paper's finances is comparable to 7ase the MIT name and get office
others.
space as well as -credit. If we
In addition, the paper has a recommend their expulsion, and
production shop with specialized the ASA concurs, then they-lose
type-setting equipment which it these privileges. Chances are
uses both for~typesetting its reg- good that the activity cannot
ular issues and for some outside continue functioning."
A crucial meeting concerned
work.
The Tech's avowed goal is to with the future of Thursday wil
serve the MIT community with -'take place today,- bringing^ tonews and features that its editors gether represeritatives of the pafeel are important, worthwhile per and Finboard with Dean
and meaningful.
Nyhart. A determination of fature action is likely.
Finboard
of
member
One course whichi s not likeIf you talk to any
and
the renewil of the newspapublications
ly
is
Finboard about
which existed, last
will
subsidy
per
debts, the conversation
denow
the
to
publications to
turn
expect
"We
year.
eventually
funct MIT ' humor magazine, pay for themselves; it's unlikely
VooDoo..:The magazine had there will be any subsidy as long
existed for- Over 50 years at the as we suffer budget cuts," ac(The
time of its demise when, due- to cording to- Kavazanjiar.
an extraordinary'combination. of subsidy was based on local adcircumstances and 'bad manage- vertising; and awarded initiative
ment, it Was closed by Finboard. in procluring ads above a base
The magazine left a legacy of level of $50. It was equal for all
$4900 in debts Which Finboard three papers.)
had to pay.
F i n board regularly makes
Will Finboard close Thursday loans to activities, based on their
down,- was 'the question accounts receivable, to provide
posed to Chairman John Kava- them with enough cash to pay
zanjian. "We'd rather not. The current bills while they pursue
board would like to see all stu- the collection of debts In recent
dent activities continue to oper- months, ERGO borrowed $1000
ate, as long as they do so re- and The Tech borrowed $2000.
sponsibly. It's no fun and a lot Both loans have been repayed.
of work to close down an activi- Thursday's loan, taken last TMay,
ty. If it's at all possible, they are is still due.
encouraged to work out their
WTBS
T he anti-Harvard bias at
debts."
Sources close to Finboard in- ERGO has an echo at WTBS in
dicate that the board currently the anti-non-MIT bias, a big and
issue. Roger
festering
feels that Thursday has not long
shown a "responsible attitude" Stucke, newly elected WTBS
about thei debts. Such prob- General Manager, scoffs at the
lems as unavailable books (they problem, "VWeare still at least
are currently at Simmons) and 50% MIT,- and MIT people hold
positions."
records have plagued all the management
mncomPlete
--·I
------.--ll--sly------

In- general,

the

-or

oproblems

which plague WTBS are the same

as those in other activitiesmoney and people. But they
have an added disadvantage: unlike a paper, where work can be
done- anytinme "their volunteers
must carve out and commit
themselves to regular time slots.
Many find this a difficult task.
Progress is being made at the
station: it is now on the air more
hours per week than ever before.
Tech Talk will soon-take a survey to determine community interest -in a resumption of MIT
sports broadcasts. Major lectures
and free events, such as the
World Peace Lecture series, continue to be carried live on the
station.
But WTBS today is something
less than it- once 'was in the
estimation of students. At the
time of its founding, in November of 194'6, WMIT rated front
page' coverage from The- Tech,
(WMIT was the call sign of the
,closed circuit AM station'which

was started - on that date.)
Born as radio was at its peak, it
provided news· and 'music targeted specifically for an ':MIT
audience.
Chronically short of good
equipment, but always possessed
of a large body of goodwill and
support from 'the-0n-campus student body, the station devoted
its undivided attention to -the
dorms. In the early 1960's, an
FM license was obtained, ostensibly to extend the pfogramming
.
to the fraternities.
The nature of the-station has
changed since that time: many
staff members now consider it, to
---- ~M
------Y----

new people. WTBS also does a
great deal of computer work:
the logs are computerized, as is
the station membership list. At
present, there is no data processing coordinator.
Money problems are increasiiig. Dean Nyhart is planning-to
delete the station's operating
subsidy from his budget, cutting
off a major source of revenue.
Another long time source of
money has been the Ivy Network, which sells advertising on
WTBS' vestigial AM operation:
the hard times have hit Ivy
especially hard, and income
from this source has been plummeting. No new sources of revenue is apparent, and if one is not
forthcoming, the station may
suffer operational cutbacks. Finboarid has provided some funding in recent years, but seems
unlikely to provide more money
in a time of shrinking budgets.

be a community station whose
primary service is to Cambridge,
with secondary 'attention to
MIT. As a result, campus interest

in the station has decreased.
Paradoxically, hours on the air
are up, as is programming quality.
Newly elected manager
Stucke has to meet this paradox
head-on, and seems willing to do
battle with it and with the myriad of problems which face the
station. On the staff question, he
noted, "The MIT vs. outsiders
debate is irrelevant in its current
form. Outsiders can come in
here and work if they want to,
but recruiting should be focused
on MIT. It should be more intensive, and it will be when we have
a training structure set up to
handle new people."
WTBS is understaffed on the
business and administrative
sides, mainly because they do
not offer the gratification that
on the air-work provides. The
station has a fairly large cash
flow, and offers a chance to gain
experience in the handling of an

"WTBS is basically healthy,"
according to Stucke, "and we'll
be around for a long time." To
help make the prophecy selffulfilling, a major recruitment
drive will occur this spring.

actual going concern, but the

benefits do not seem to attract
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Steel is the backbone of American
business and industry, and Bethlehem
is our courtry's second-largest steel
producer. And, when it comes to
progressiveness, we're second
to none.

nus
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if you're thinking career,think
seriously about the Bethlehem Steel
Loop Course. Ask your placemerit
officer about it; see- our specification
sheet; pick up a copy of our booklet,
"Bethlehemn Steel's Loop Course," at
the placement office. Most important
of all, sign up for a campus interview.

Savings Bank Life Insurance

Here's how you might fit in at
Bethlehem Steel:

Get the facts and low eost soon for your exact age. It

EngineeringDegrees
Steel Plant Operations
Fabricated Steel Construction
Mining
Sales
Research
Shipbuilding

will be worth your time to come in and see us.
864-5270 or 876-2240

Business and Arts Degrees
Sales

it is America's lowest cost life insurance for all Ordinar~

Life, Endowment, and Renewable Term po.licies.

Accounting

lFE INSURANCE DEPARTMENT

The Bethlehem Steel Loop Coursesince 1922, our program for recruiting, orienting, and training college
graduates for careers in management.
Talk over your career prospects with

TEP IT
BANK

AM!ARD
SAVINGS

our campus representative.
An equal opportunity
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Riht in Central Square
Within easy walking distance of MIT
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ridiculously low pay. Members
of CSC are currently doing work
in Chinatown involving tutoring,
translation, and the, formation of
Big Brother/Big Sister relationships with disadvantaged youth.
Numerous past CSC efforts of
cultural awareness at MIT have
been- quite successful. During
I AP, arn intensive Mandarin
course was presented in which
27 people participated, the large
majority of whom were Caucasion. A Mandarin coursse,
which started February 14, is
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1
perleices on recent trips to
mainand China.
AM1students are welcomed to
join CSC and to attend any
activities. Says Ray Eng, "'Studerts must reaLize that CSC activities are rot just for Chinese
students, but for everybody. We
want non-Chlinese peosple to
come to our activities-"
TMe current philosophy of
the Chinese . Students' Club is
perhaps best expressed by Robin
Staffen,

an

"outsidSer,"

who

wrote a letter to CSC which was
published in the October issue qf
now in progress.
the CSC Newsletter:
Other events held during lAP
It is no surpris
tata oe
o
of
included two film festivals for the greatest problems present is
the public. One involved movies lack of coammunicationsbetweena
in Chinese with English subtitles Chinese and A merican studentfs.
and the othex festival involved
Unforunately, there is little I
two classic falm documnentaries can Wite that is not already
about China.
generally acknowledged. It is
Last November, a China simply impossible for meaningSymposium was held at MIT ful interactions
to occur if stuwhich was gquite successful. The dents are only foural to be in
one-day event centered on three their famE7ar groupings. It must
topics: medicine and science in be She -responsibility of the inChina, Chinese society and inter- dividual to takete ianitaive
te
in
nal politics, and US-China re- acquainting himself with others
lations. Speakers at the sym- before the famiiar friendships
posium related
personal ex- reassert their dominance.
--- tbheir2S-Ymuc,
_

GREEK FOOD AT ITS BEST

The Parthenon Restaurant
New authentric Greek restaurnt.
IModest prces, superb European wines.
Variety of liquors
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policy, Wilson stated, the case
By Lee Giguere
The Dormitory Council, in would be brotught to them. He
the face of apparently inoscap- -sressed- that the educational
able rent hikes, is considering a value asf living groups was a
proposal that would officially point i favor of abandoning the
state its displeasure with -the break-even policy, although he
was pessi mistic about the
rising dormitory costs.
being done
According to Larry Eisenberg chances of anything
it . to-change
'74, Burton House President,
Discussing the budget planwho introduced the motion at
process, Wilsson noted that
ning
last Thursday's Dormcon meetwere valuable in pointstudents
ing, the proposal not to sanction

Institute to abandon its breakeven policy with respect to the
dormitories. Eisenberg stated
that the proposal would comne
up for consideration at the next
Dormcon meeting, slated.for the
end of the month.
The measure, Eisenberg explained, was in part an effort to
bolster Dormcon's credibility
among students; however, he admitted that "there's not too
much we can do."
Mike Wilson, Dormcon President, also admitted that in terms
of practlcal effects, the measure
"6won't mean anything,'" but
said it was instead a "statement
of principle."
It is "not particularly likely"
that the increases will be rolled
back, said Wilson, who was a
member of the joint studentadministration committee that
prepared next year's dormitory
budget. He added, however, that
the committee could be overruled by the top administration,
for example President Jerome
Wiesner or Chancellor Paul Gray.
Since it is the top administration that sets the break-even
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That's why we have a twoyear Rotation Program for
graduating engineers who
would prefer to explore several
technical areas. And that's why
many of our areas are organized by function--rather than
by project.
At Hughes, you might`
work on spacecraft, communications satellites and/or tacti:
cal missiles during your first
two years:
All you need is an EE
degree and talent.
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You may-select specialized jobs, or broad systemstype jobs. Or you can choose
not to change assignments if
you'd rather develop in-depth
skills in one area.
Eitiher way, we think
you'll like the Hughes approach.
it means you'll become
more versatile i n a shorter
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---If you qualify, we'll arrange for time.
you to work on several different (And your : HU4sGHES ~~~~~~~~~a
i
assignments ... and you can salary will
show it.)
help pick them.
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4525 Henry Hudson Parkway
Riverdale,New York 10471
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-Law Board. Revaiew'Center of N. Y, Inc.
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h/mwerspribg .Mat tress or

Now forming in preparation for LSAT to be given on
April 8; also July and October. Intensive review
sessions to be held at a downtown Boston hotel and
taught by practicing attorneys. This is the well-known
coursv given in N.Y.C. Call {617),426-2400 or Write:

f,

F:a3trr_-Chinese Films

..

-LSAT REVIEW CLASS

ries. Dormcon, he said, would be
willing to assist in the process.
The preparatiosn oftis;year's
housing budget came under fire
last- week by Baker residents,
who claimed that -they were
denied representation in the process, even though four students,
George Philies, ChairWilson,
man of the Ashdown Executive
Committee, Marica- Keyes, President of McCormi'ck, and Paul
ing out 'where costs might be Aidala, President of MacGregor,
cut. He' comrnmented that the served on the Commltteme.
students on the committee were
This year, students were inable to notice some things that volved in -the decision-making
the administrators didn't. Eisen- process in the Housing Office at
berg, elaborating on his 'pro- an early stage, and according to
posal, stated that it would ask Housing Office officials they
the administration to search for worked with the same informaother ways to finance dormito- tion as the administrators.

the increases also calls on the
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Electro-Optical Engineers
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For additional information,
please contact your C6llege
Placement Director or'write:
l"r. Robe A. Martin
Head of Employment
Hughes Aerospace Divisions
11940 W. Jefferson Bvd.
CulverCity Ca,ifoamia 90230
U.S. Citizenship is required
Anequal opportunity
employer M & F
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Above: At night, the Green Building takes on the
aspect of a punched computer card held up'to the
light.
Left:
A telephoto shot of the new Hancock
Building from the top of the Prudential Building,
taken with available light.
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Below: A panorama of the Institute and environs,
again taken from the top of the Pru. The lighting,
consisting of strobes totalling more than five million candlepower, is courtesy of "Doc" Edgerton.
Strobes are located behind the'photographer,at
lower right on the Charles, and in the Great Court.
I!h lov hbv D)arid Te'znenbhaun
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By Mike Milner
The last week has been an
eventful one for the varsity basketball squad. On Wednesday
the 16th, the Tufts Jumbos
avenged a season-opener defeat
at the hands of the Engineersby
downing MIT 99-81. The next
night the junior varsity (varsity
bench) dumped their Harvard
opposites 77-67. The varsity
contest with Middlebury was
snowed out on Saturday and
can't be rescheduled. As of press
time, Coach Barry is still looking
for another game to fill out the
T'ech schedule. Last Monday
night, the JV travelled by MBTA
to Harvard where they won

n

Smith
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78-72. Finally last Tuesday, the
varsity came out of their fourgame losing streak to top the
University of Rochester by a
convincing 87-70score.
The Tufts game left little
doubt which team came to play.
The Jumbos were sky-high for
the game and their coach sent
them at the Engineers like a
Chinese human-wave attack.
Tufts' 6'6" center Reggie
Graham ripped down 23 re-bounds to trigger the Jumbo's
running game. No less than six
Tufts players hit double figuses
in the high scoring contest.
Harold Brown '72 led MIT with
26 points as he moved up on the
0
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Professor Ross H. "Jim"
Smith, MIT's Director of Athletics and the chief formulator of
the Institute's novel athletic/
physical education philosophy,
has been elected president of the
Eastern College Athletic Conference. The ECAC is the largest
collegiate athletic conference in
the nation, with a membership
of 208 colleges.
Under Professor Smith's leadership, MIT's intercollegiate program has expanded to field varsities in twenty-one sports, tops in
the nation according to a recent
NCAA survey. The familiar
adage around the institute, attributed to Smnith, is that if two
people get together and decide
they want to start a team -- any
Professor Ross Smith
kind of team - MIT will provide
them with a coach, uniforms, has served as president of both
and a place to play. Professor the Eastern Association of RowSmith, quoted on his philoso- ing and the New England College
phy, says this: "Nationally, I Athletic Conference. He was
think other college programs are chairrnan of the NCAA College
coming to our level. We give Division Football Championeveryone who comes here a ships in 1965 and'66.
chance to compete on the level
In rowing, MIT's traditional
he or she can handle. When a sport, Professor Smith has had
student is admitted here he is the greatest impact. He was an
not identified as an athlete on NCAA representative on the US
any form. The admissions office Olympic Rowing Committee for
takes the most qualified, most the '68 Oly mpics, and chaired
interesting people and there are the committee that established
athletes who fall into this cate- the National Rowing Developgory.
ment Centers at the University
"Our twelve club sports and of Washington and at MIT.
nineteen intramurals are just as
Professor Smith should psoimportant [as the varsities]. If vide an interesting influence on
we based our program on specta- the ECAC. MIT's liberal
tor interest we wouldn't enjoy "'athlete-scholar" 'oriented proit."
gram contrasts highly With many
Now in his eleventh year at of the Eastern schools where
MIT, Professor Smith has been athletic scholarships and the
as active in national and regional spectator gatee recepits are a
athletics as he has been here. He way-of life.
_

_
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1458 point scoring record set by
now-assistant coach Dave Jansson 68.
The. JV played a home and
home series with Harvard. The
first game saw John Mills '74

_~~

with 21 points and 12 rebounds.

The slightly built 6'4" sophomore seems to be a top colntender for a forward spot on
next year's varsity. Thad Stanley
'73 and Ken Armstead '75 balanced the scoring with 21 and
17 points respectively. Either
one might play at guard next
year, although Stanley has
worked in the fiontcourt this
year.
In the rematch, Jim Evans '74
led all scorers with 28 points,
despite not starting in both
halfs. Evans is small for a forward, 6'1", but he did the job
on the larger Harvkes. Stanley hit
another 21 points while guard
Bob Roth '74 added ten. Ken
Wayne '72 didn't score much
(six points), but he did a good
job of limiting Harvard's big
center who got 29 in the first
meeting.
The varsity finally played the
type of basketball they are capable of against Rochester. The
Engineers led all the way but Neil Davies '74 does his flying dismount off the high bar in the
Rochester came close to taking MIT-Dartmouth meet last Sunday. The Tech varsity won 121.35 to
the advantage several times in
rtheir Ivy foe, inflating their
their first win ever.over
the first half. Defense and ag- 114.35 for to 7-1.
PhotobyKen Wilgson
record
gressive rebounding were more season
in evidence than they have been
a
recently. The inside game,
9
worked well all night as the
smaller Engineers ran their cuts
well. Jerry Hudson '73 was especially effective as he faked the
taller Rochesterte to get his
led- in
Rrnw~r%
i-nminnrq
chart
01WUa.i
JUI.l1150.
n11rlL
the sport in contrast to the
It's now 7-1. ThLat's right. The of
,vithin 38
scoring again to draw vrvithin
MIET took 'the first four
rings.
team has now won
points of Jansson's rec ord, net- gymnastics
as Bell pulled in-first with
places
wonloss
its
six in a row to bring
ting 26 in the game e fino
Rubel '74 edged out
Andy
last
7.45,
victory
The
record to 7-1.
Minot
Cleveland '72 got his 220 poirnts
and Beck also
second,
toughest
for
the
Razak
neither
TSunday was
20d some
on medium jumpersa
This invisitors.
the
all
beat
it
but
nor the best of the season,
amazing drives. Big Bill L:dsome
points,
five
to
lead
the
creased
beating
gratifying,
was the most
I Ge
'72 pulled down thiyJ e - d a_
Dartfinished
effectively
and
rival,
gym
number-one
e-MIT's
bounds to continue to lead athRe
mouth.
win
to
desire
The
Dartmouth.
t
Engineers in that departtment.
.The spectators did get a
this meet was evident on both
to watch another Dartchance
in
brought
Dartmouth
as
sides,
Tufts
super jock. Their best
mouth
comrnone gymnast who had not
FG FT RB TP
MIT
the
man scored 8.5 5. MIT,
and
bar
year
high
a
peted in
0
0
4
0
White
than
louder
a
little
was
second from Neil
got
bench
4
14
5
6
though,
Cleveland
6. 10
7
Hudson
usual. Even with the extra man -Davies '74 and third from
20
8
9
Brown
Dartmouth was no match for the Austin. This produced a new
26
7
4
4
Godfrey
Techers. MIT won .121.35 to team high bar record of 19.65
12
11
3
2
Lange
2
3
114.35.
and further increased the MIT
I
3 3 2
0
1
Roth
lead
the
into
out
lead to its final seven points.
MILT jumped
Dave
Captain
Saturday the team travels to
at the beginning.
Rochester
first
Connecticut to mneet Coast
Beck '7" with 8.35 took
7
5
7
White'
1
second
took
'74
Barrett
Bob
and
4
20
8
1
Cleveland
Guard and Queens College. Next
5
9
on floor exercise to open a two week they host the New
23
15
Hudson
4
11
Brown
point lead. It was Barrett's best Englands. At this point they
26
13
3
3
Godfrey
performance of the year with have seen all the teams they will
92
013
0
1
Wayne
1 I 0- 7.0. The second event, pommel meet in New Englands. That
0
0
Stanley
horse, tends to be the event they have only lost one indicates
0
I
0
0
Millts
most effected by jitters in clutch a good chance for a second place
O
0
O
1
Teal
situations. Thifs was the case finish and a possibility rfor
_
Sunday, though the scores did coming up first.
not entirely indicate it. All three I i- n ;Dz
MIT horse men were off form to
$S gm s.
some degree, but Paul Bayer'73
::S ffi t* or(

Dae
Gym tpas
to erw
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and

out
ngland s

Dentais

Dubro

'73

still

pulled in first and third. This
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increased the MIT lead by a

fraction.
The rings were all Dartmouth's, specifically Mike Pancoe's. MIT's Jarvis Middleton
'74, Dave Millman '72, and
Larry Bell '74' performed close
to expected, perhaps just a little
worse. Dave missed one trick at
the benirng, and Jarvis missed
one trick at the end, but otherwise they did fine jobs. Jarvis
got second and Dave tied for
third. First went to Pancoe of
Dartmouth for a fantastic routine' that earned a 9.3 from the
judges. That one man singlehandedly put Dartmouth ahead
for the only time of the meet.
They were up by a quarter of a
7-.^<.
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point after the first half.

The MIT vaulters put the
team back into the lead by half a
Alan Razak '75 nosed out
.- +point.
John Austin '74 for first place.
low scores from the
Members of MIT's club tiddlywinks team and meet at the meet, marking the third time inl five year; Unusually
gave the Techers 22.15 to
judge inspect the pile-up of winks at the Tiddly- that Tech squidgers and squoppers havve won the judges
Dartmouth's 21.4. The parallel
winks Continentals held Saturday, February 19, at Continental championships.
. Poto Iby
bars showed the strong team side
- Dan Demr
Cornell. The MIT contingent captured first place
'.-<<¢7.,f
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